
Seven countrieS 
are in the running for the laSt louiS leSaffre cup  
Selection round before the finalS in pariS in 2012

interbake is one of the largest trade fairs linked 
to the baking industry in asia. Spread over 
50,000 m² with 800 exhibitors, professionals are 
invited to display their products and discuss 
their expertise.

Seven teams will be in the running for this final 
stage. over three days, they will be part of the 
effervescent atmosphere surrounding the louis 
lesaffre cup, contributing their enthusiasm to 
this unmissable competition. each team com-
petes in three categories: bread, viennese pastry 
and artistic piece.

at the end of this competition cycle, two countries 
from the asia pacific zone will win a chance to com-
pete in the prestigious coupe du Monde de la bou-
langerie (bakery World cup), alongside the teams 
already selected: uSa and peru (american zone); 
netherlands, Sweden and poland (european zone); 
Senegal (africa Mediterranean zone); together with 
france, taiwan and italy, which were preselected. 
one team will also be chosen as a “challenger” 
team from the asia pacific selection round.

the winners will be announced at the results an-
nouncement ceremony.

About 
the Louis LesAfre Cup

the louis lesaffre cup, a baking
competition first held in 2003, very
quickly won acclaim. With 6,000
bakers taking part in the second
edition all over the world, it has
become the benchmark 
competition in the bakery world. 
through this competition, lesaffre 
has amply demonstrated its 
commitment to the profession.

from 26th to 28th May 2011, the Louis Lesaffre Cup will close its international competition 
cycle with the Asia pacific zone selections. this last event will be hosted by the interbake 
show in Canton, China. 
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table of countrieS and coMpetition  
dayS for the aSia pacific zone

asia pacific international Selection round
26th to 28th May 2011
interbake Show, canton, china

       leading event for  
the world’s greatest bakers
A for more information:

www.coupelouislesaffre.com

iNterNAtioNAL seLeCtioNs 
for bAKerY WorLD Cup

les équipement iers du goût 

results announcement
saturday 28th May 2011 at 11h00
Louis Lesaffre Cup Asia pacific area
Guangzhou international Conference 
and exhibition - hall 4.2 – stand t0826


